
The Jabra GN9125 is a wireless headset that works the way to-

day’s in-office professionals work. Offering an unbeatable range 

of personal mobility in the office, a robust talk time and a host 

of innovative features and benefits, the revolutionary GN9125 

will give complete wireless freedom in the office. 

The unique four-way conference call feature lets you hold fully 

mobile, secure conference calls not restricted to meeting rooms 

and without interruptions by the distortion of speakerphones. 

And, the Jabra GN9125 comes with a choice of three different 

boom arms, equipped with different microphones to suit quieter 

or louder office environments. With two speakers, the Jabra 

GN9125 DUO is perfect for open, noisy offices. 

 

Interference free frequency Band - dect 6.0

The Jabra GN9125 operates on the 1.9GHz radio frequency 

band, which is a reserved channel for telecommunications 

equipment using DECT 6.0 technology – providing low interfer-

ence and high quality audio.

Freedom and 
Productivity
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range of up to 300 feet1 The Jabra GN9125’s unrivalled range gives you up to 300 feet of mobility away from  
 your base unit!

up to 12 hours of talk time  With talk time of up to 12 hours, the Jabra GN9125 won’t let you down during even  
 the longest of days.

1.9 GHz dect 6.0 You always get distortion-free, fully secure calling. 

Mute function If you need to consult with others while on the phone, the mute function lets you   
 quickly pause the transmission of your voice.

Volume control Receive adjustment:  
 You’re in full control of your caller’s voice volume. Simply press the volume up/down  
 buttons to adjust it. 

 Transmit setting:  
 Naturally, you can even adjust the volume of your own transmitted voice to suit the  
 person on the other end.

PeakStop™ Protection The Jabra GN9125 DUO guards against sudden loud noise spikes from the telephone  
 network – max 118 dB SPL (RMS). 

conference calling The multi-unit conferencing features let up to four headsets join a call. Now you can  
 hold a fully mobile conference from virtually anywhere in the office! 

remote call answering/ending The Jabra GN9125 series features remote call answer/end functionality, letting you  
 answer/end calls while away from your desk. The Jabra GN9125 works with:

	 •	The	Jabra	GN1000	remote	handset	lifter,	which	mechanically	lifts/lowers	your	tele-	
 phone’s handset.

	 •	A	telephone’s	built-in	electronic	hook	switch	(EHS),	which	electronically	answers/		
 ends calls. (requires Jabra EHS adapter) 

1 year warranty Rest assured with Jabra no fine print warranty. 
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technical sPeciFications

1 based on use in standard open office environments.

Jabra GN9125 Flex

flexboom with Noise cancelling microphone, 

for noisy environments

Jabra GN9125 ST

crystal clear soundtube technology

Jabra GN9125 Duo

enjoy the features of the jabra GN9125 flex with 

the listening enhancement of dual earpieces 
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